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The thesis falls into two major parts. In the first part I discuss the concept of demons, event-driven procedures which appear to run concurrently with the processes they are monitoring. In the second portion of the thesis I discuss a system for alerting on network databases called SANDL and its precursor, LDEMON.

Some important points that will be examined are the sharability of databases, with accessing and updating functions that are conceived as message handlers, (the requirement of sharability being part of the justification of an alerting system in the first place) as well as the functional framework for the database accessing and updating functions and their implications, and the modifiability of the schema which gives the user the power to define new record classes and demons at will while the system is running on-line.

Demons should be thought of in the context of whether knowledge is synthesized in terms of goals or in terms of data. At first sight this distinction might seem more appropriate to an artificial intelligence application such as computer vision, but in fact it is a relevant issue for database technology, where the interest is not in acquiring an understanding of some scene, but in forming an intelligent appraisal of the
current state of affairs represented by the data base. Goal-driven activities in artificial intelligence applications tend to deal with hypothesis formulation, a sort of top-down dividing and conquering of the problem. Most well-structured programs outside the domain of artificial intelligence can be put into this framework. Data or event-driven activities (no distinction between what is and what changes is necessary here) tend to be bottom-up, in the sense that it is the input data which proposes the way in which it should be handled. A good example outside of artificial intelligence is an interpreter, where it is the input that tells the system what to do next. Demons, which monitor their preconditions and take action when these preconditions become true, are one possible implementation of an event-driven system.

Bobrow and Norman (1975) point out that driving an automobile is a paradigm for an event-driven activity. Even though the strategy of a car trip may be planned in advance to have a certain destination and route, the tactics of driving are largely event-driven and concurrent with a host of other activities—looking at the scenery, talking, and so on. Most of the activity of driving follows in response to changes in the data, for which no plans could be made in advance.
How does this distinction relate to databases? Ordinarily we expect a data management system to be preprogrammed to respond to some few types of requests, e.g. what is the name of so-and-so, change the balance of this account in this way, etc. Rarely is a user able to program the system, only to command it. If he should want to observe changes in the data he has no recourse except to make the same query again and again. The object of the research on alerters here reported is to enable users to ask questions like:

"Report the name of any subscriber who changes his address."

or "Give a warning if a ship is too low on fuel to reach a destination."

or "Report if any department has more employees out sick than the average."

or "Take corrective action if any bank balance falls below zero dollars."

These are just a few representative examples of a common management problem. A bank may wish to monitor the profitability and financial health of companies to which it had lent money, or a company may want to keep constant track of size of inventories versus sales.
Alerters provide an answer whenever the manager has the need to dynamically supply the conditions to be monitored.
Dijkstra has presented a new formalism for nondeterministic programs which is particularly well suited to proofs of correctness and termination. He notes that a number of deterministic programs may be mapped into a single nondeterministic program which has the same effect. In order to do this, Dijkstra invents a syntax for the guarded command, which is a list of statements preceded by a Boolean expression. If the Boolean expression is true, the guarded command may be executed, but need not be.

The syntax provides for a repetitive construction and an alternative construction, which are the nondeterministic equivalents of do-loops and if-statements and both of which are guarded command lists, i.e. lists of guarded commands any one of which may be executed if its guard is true. In the alternative construction if any guard is true its guarded command may be executed and at least one of them will be executed. If no guard is true the alternative construction terminates with an error. The repetitive construction on the other hand executes any guarded command whose guard is true until no guard is true, at which point, the repetitive construction terminates successfully. It is this repetitive construction which is important in the
discussion of demons.

Two important ideas can be taken from Dijkstra's article. First, there is the notion that the guarded command, like critical sections in operating systems, can be used to specify that no other activity can interrupt during the execution of the statements in the guarded command. This corresponds to the requirement that demons must be blocked from executing during the middle of an update (unless they are FAIL demons), otherwise the obvious cycling occurs. For example if a demon is monitoring the credits and debits of a balance sheet, there will always be some point during the middle of an update when the credit and debit figures do not correspond, and the demon must be prevented from prematurely taking action.

Secondly, guarded commands provide a formalism for demons that abstract away from specific deterministic implementations. Informally, the set of demons can be taken as guarded commands in the do od repetitive construction which attempts to execute any one the guarded commands until no guard is true.
In PLANNER the basic deductive mechanism is the "theorem", which consists of two parts: a pattern to be matched, and a program. The language supports three types of theorems: "consequent", "antecedent", and "erase". The consequent theorem is closest to usual programming techniques since the pattern to be matched is considered proven if the program of the theorem executes successfully. Essentially, this is little different from the manner in which a program executes successfully only when all its subroutines run to completion. The THGOAL primitive acts somewhat like a CALL statement of FORTRAN or PL/1 with a good deal more sophistication. THGOAL attempts to find its argument (a pattern) in the database, but if the search for an assertion which matches the pattern fails, THGOAL tries to execute consequent theorems which match the pattern until one succeeds and the pattern is "proven".

The antecedent and erase theorems operate in a distinctly different manner. The program for an antecedent theorem is invoked whenever an assertion matching its pattern is asserted. In this case the antecedent theorem is directed by an event, the addition of an assertion, which is the essential characteristic of a demon. Correspondingly, an erase theorem monitors
deletion of assertions which match its pattern and then executes its program. Antecedent and erase theorems are customarily used to add and delete assertions which are implied by the assertion which matches the pattern.

QLISP has a more general method for handling which allows teams of demons to be set up that will be invoked upon any storage or retrieval operation. PLANNER-type antecedent and erase theorems could be built out of such teams of demons.

What the languages for research in artificial intelligence lack in their demon mechanisms are

1. a clear concept of hierarchical record; the basic unit of the database is the assertion, simply a list of assertion type and fields, usually atoms.
2. a high-level concept of demons that observe changes in existing records, not only additions and deletions of assertions from the database.
Alerter Binding

Alerters, as treated in this thesis, are pairs of condition and program, similar in form to PLANNER theorems or Dijkstra's guarded commands. Morgan (1970) has dealt with the subject of event sequenced programs in some detail, concentrating on the resolution of conflicts caused by attempts to update a variable simultaneously by different programs. The approach taken here differs in that the alerter runs conceptually asynchronously and does not require the update to be delayed until the program portion of the alerter has run to completion.

The first task in explaining the alerting mechanism is to sketch the range of possibilities for the object to which the alerter can be bound. I follow the classification of Morgan and Buneman (1975) which divides alerter into several types according to the richness of their properties.

A. Binding to variables

The most primitive sort of binding which an alerter could have is at the level of variables, that is, simple storage locations. I include this level of alerter binding to emphasize how the more elaborate types of bindings depend on the existence of records, with record classes containing multiple instances of a record type.
B. Simple Alerting

Simple alerting applies to alerters which can be bound to a single record in the database in order to monitor it.

1. monitoring an item, i.e. one or more fields of a record, for example the age of a particular student.

2. monitoring a single record as a whole, for example change to any field of a bank account record.

3. monitoring a field for a record type, for example the age field in any record of the student type.

4. monitoring the addition of a record to a set of records.

5. monitoring the deletion of a record from a set of records.

6. monitoring any field of any record, for example reporting that any personnel record has been modified in any way.
C. Structural Alerting

Alerters can monitor the structure of the database, in other words the relations between records in terms of set ownership. This requires at a minimum that the alerter be bound to an owner record as well as an owned record.

1. Change in set ownership or membership of records. For example a doctor receives a new patient or a company a new supplier.

2. Change in properties of the set as a whole. For example, the number of students in a class exceeds 30.

3. Change in fields of the owned record. This may arise in at least two ways: a doctor may acquire a new patient with measles or a patient already being treated may contract measles.
D. Complex Alerting

Complex alerting covers those types of alerters which require an even more holistic point of view in order to handle the interaction between user and database.

1. Statistical alerters. For example, inform the user if the average bank balance of all accounts changes by more than a given amount. It would be a simple task to plan for the system to keep running counters for average, maximum, minimum, count and other simple statistical quantities, but it is apparent that more complicated calculations will require complete scans of the database.

2. Alerters which monitor transactions over time. For example, inform the user whenever a bank balance drops by more than $10,000 in any 24 hour period. This form of alerting requires that a log be kept of all transactions for the 24 hour period.

3. Pattern recognition. This type of alerter would monitor the creation of a pattern by whatever means that occurs. There would be no distinction between changing of existing records and addition of new ones if they give rise to the desired pattern.
4. Time based alerting. Although this is similar to number 2, the distinction is that the alert need not be signalled immediately, but only within sufficient time to be useful. Such alerters could deliver reports on a weekly schedule for example.

5. Monitoring expressions. This form of alerting is an elaboration of the simpler forms of alerting in the direction of providing Boolean combinations of conditions on the alertor. The alertor must therefore be bound to possibly several records at once. For example, the user might want to know whenever a stock had exceeded its previous daily high and sold in greater volume than the previous day.

6. Alerting on the structure of the data base. The issue here is to alert on a chain describable through the schema from possibly multiple owners to a record. It may require bindings to several records at the same time. This is the sort of alertor binding required by requests to monitor say the age of the grandfather of some individual, where the point in the data base may be arbitrarily distant, although reachable.
Binding Time

The issue here is that when the demon is triggered its arguments may no longer be up-to-date if they have been modified since the demon was triggered. If more than one processor (human or computer) has been alerted that, say, a fuel level was too low or some service was required, one of the processors might have taken action before the other, so the second must retest its condition to make sure that the action is still needed. The issue here is to alert on a chain describable through the schema from possibly multiple owners to a record. It may require bindings to several records at the same time. This is the sort of alerter binding required by requests to monitor say the age of the grandfather of some individual, where the point in the data base may be arbitrarily distant, although reachable.
LDEMON LISP Alerter System
(and a DAISY interface)

LDEMON is a system consisting of two packages, one for creating and updating a simple data base, and the other for monitoring changes in the data by means of procedures known as demons.

The approach taken by LDEMON has several features of interest to the user. First, the user is able to define new record classes and demons interactively. There is no need to plan demons at the time of creating a new record class, as would be necessary with a compiled system. The only restriction is that a demon should not be created prior to defining all relevant record classes.

A second point is that data bases may be shared among several users, within DAISY, for instance. Any of the users may add new record classes, new demons, new records, or updates to existing records.

Third, even though LDEMON is not at all a production system, since is written in an interpretive language, LISP, and does not handle data bases in auxiliary storage, nevertheless it is an efficient approach to processing data base demons, because the labor involved in monitoring changes is of the order of the number of updates and is independent of the size of the data base.
As a consequence, the approach of LDEMON is particularly useful for large data bases. Finally, the record handling facilities of LDEMON provide a set of primitives written in LISP that can form the basis for building other experimental data base systems, as, for example, David Root has done in writing a relational data base language on top of LDEMON.
Record Handling Facilities

LDEMON provides means for creating record classes, adding new records, displaying and selecting records, and updating the contents of records.

Creating a record class

The function used for creating a new class of records is DEF-RECTYPE, with the name of the record for the first argument, followed by all the field (or accessor) names of that record. For example,

(DEF-RECTYPE STUDENT SCHOOL AGE)

creates a new record class STUDENT with accessors SCHOOL and AGE.

DEF-RECTYPE provides the user with a record class predicate function and one accessor function for each field. In the example here, a new function STUDENT has been created which returns T or NIL depending on whether its single argument is or is not a STUDENT record. In addition, there have been created two accessor functions, SCHOOL, and AGE, which select the SCHOOL and AGE fields of their argument. The record class predicate and the accessor functions all take one argument and may be applied either to a single record or a list of records. In the second case they return a list of results.
Thus, if there is a STUDENT record pointed at by Q, with SCHOOL field PENN and AGE field 20,

(STUDENT Q)

returns T

and

(SCHOOL Q)

returns PENN

Besides creating these auxiliary functions, DEF-RECTYPE defines the record class name as legal for use in adding new records and updating existing ones.

Adding new records

Two functions are of use in adding new records to an LDEMON "file" (i.e. list of records corresponding to a record class). A "file" is created by adding new records once the record class has been started.

The function GENCONS takes as arguments a record class name followed by values for every field of the record class, in the appropriate order. Accessor or field values may be either alphanumeric (unquoted) or numeric. For example,
creates a new STUDENT record with PENN for the value of SCHOOL, and 21 for the value of AGE.

The effect of GENCONS is to add the new record to the front of the current list of records kept on the RECORD property of the record class name.

Another function, CREATE, allows the user to create one or more identical records. All the arguments used by GENCONS follow an integer for the number of times the same record is to be added to the data base. For example,

(CREATE 1 STUDENT DREXEL 22)

has exactly the same effect as  (GENCONS STUDENT DREXEL 22) , while

(CREATE 3 STUDENT TEMPLE 23)

will create three records with TEMPLE for SCHOOL and 23 for AGE.

Displaying records

The function DISPLAY enables the user to display all records of a given record class or all values of a specified field of a record class. The first argument of
DISPLAY is a record class name and the optional second argument is a accessor or field name. For example, if

(GENCONS STUDENT PENN 21) and (GENCONS STUDENT DREXEL 22) have been executed,

(DISPLAY STUDENT)
returns (((STUDENT) DREXEL 22) ((STUDENT) PENN 21))
and (DISPLAY STUDENT AGE)
returns (22 21)

From the description of the record class predicate and accessor functions it should be clear how

(STUDENT (DISPLAY STUDENT))
returns (T T)
and (AGE (DISPLAY STUDENT))
returns (22 21)

since DISPLAY returns the list of records in a record class when applied to a record class name.

Selecting records

The function RECORD selects a particular record from a record class. The first argument is an integer referring to the reverse order of accession of the record and the second argument is a record class name. For example,

(RECORD 1 STUDENT)
returns  ((STUDENT) DREXEL 22)

The user of LDEMON may prefer to keep explicit pointers to records by doing something like

(SETQ PRED (GENCONS STUDENT HAVERFORD 19))

at the time of creating a record.

Updating records

To change field values, the function SET-VAL is used. The first argument must specify a single record by means of a pointer to the record in an expression like

(EVAL (QUOTE <pointer>))

or a selecting expression which points to a single record. The second argument is a record class name, and the third argument is a field value. For example,

(SET-VAL (RECORD 1 STUDENT) SCHOOL CORNELL)

will change the value of the SCHOOL field to CORNELL.

It should be noted that all records are changed in place, so no new space is acquired by SET-VAL.
Defining new demons

LDEMON adds two new functions (from the user's point of view) and two special keywords to the apparatus already in LISP for defining new functions in order to define demons. This is best illustrated by an example. For instance, assuming that there exists a record class BANK-ACCOUNT, with fields BALANCE and NAME, and the demon is supposed to print the name of any depositor whose bank account balance falls below 200 dollars. The demon to do this can be written as

(DEMON OVERDRAWN (X)
   (JCOND ((LESP (BALANCE X) 200)
            (PRINT (NAME X))
            (PRINC (QUOTE "IS OVERDRAWN"))
       ))
)

As seen from this example, a demon is defined much like a LISP function, with a name, OVERDRAWN, an argument list, (X), and a function body. The argument list contains only one variable, X, which is bound conceptually to all records of any record class which has both BALANCE and NAME among its fields. It should be emphasized that the binding is not to a variable or an
instance of a record, but to a set of records. In other words, the demon OVERDRAWN should be read as if it constantly monitored all BANK-ACCOUNT records (and the records of any other record class that had BALANCE and NAME fields) and printed the NAME field of any such record whenever its BALANCE field went below 200.

The JCOND construction used here can be thought of as a natural refinement for demons of the LISP COND. Ordinarily, demons are activated only when changes have taken place in the data base. It is both unnecessary and impractical for a demon to perform its action continually as long as its condition is true. Therefore, instead of testing a condition with a COND, LDEMON uses the JCOND to perform the action only when a condition has just become true which was not true before. In the example, this means that the name of a depositor is printed only once whenever his bank account becomes too low. If a COND had been used instead of the JCOND, the name would be printed every time the balance changed as long as it was below 200 dollars.

The demon OVERDRAWN is processed by the DEMON function to form a LISP function called OVERDRAWN, which is then added to the DEMON property of all the field names. The LISP function looks like this:
(LAMBDA (X)
  (COND ((AND (LESSP (BALANCE OLD) 200)
            (NOT (LESSP (BALANCE NEW) 200)))
        (PRINT (NAME X))
        (PRINC (QUOTE "IS OVERDRAWN")))
)

The argument variable X in the first predicate of the JCOND has been replaced by OLD and NEW in the course of transforming the JCOND into an ordinary LISP COND. These two new keywords are introduced to refer to the record before and after it has been updated. OLD and NEW may also be used in the action part of the demon. The old balance could be printed, for instance, by writing

(PRINT (BALANCE OLD))

In more detail, the DEMON function takes three or more arguments of which the first is the name of the demon, the second is the argument list, which may contain only one variable, and the third and further arguments are any LISP expressions. The third or further arguments must contain an accessor expression which refers to a field of some existing record class, like

(NAME X)

and the argument of that accessor must be either the variable in the argument list, or OLD, or NEW. OLD or the argument list variable refer to the value of the
field before the update, and NEW refers to the value after the update. For example, if a new record class A has been defined, with fields B and C, the following could be written,

(DEMON A1 (X) (PRINT (B X)))

which will cause the old value of any B field to be printed whenever it has been updated by a call to SET-VAL.

JCOND

The JCOND (for Just changed COND) is the construction which allows a demon to register a change that has just happened. Its syntax is similar to that of a COND with a single predicate-action pair. However, unlike the COND, the JCOND has only one alternative; if the predicate for this condition is not true, the demon simply does not perform its action.

(JCOND (<predicate> <action>))

Using the same example as before, and assuming that B is a numeric field, it would be possible to write

(DEMON A2 (X) (JCOND ((GREATERP (B X) 7)

(PRINT (C NEW)))

(println (C NEW)))))

to create a demon which would print the value of the C field (OLD, NEW, or X mean the same here), whenever the
value of the B field has been changed to a value larger than 7 from a value that was not larger. The important point to note here is that a JCOND is converted without change into a COND unless it involves an accessor expression with the demon argument variable as its argument. This is why the predicate is \((B \times)\) in the example.

The predicate may be of any complexity, provided it follows these rules, and a sequence of actions may follow the predicate, as in a COND in UCI LISP.

At the present time demons are not explicitly qualified by record classes; the field names in the action and condition portions of the demon implicitly restrict the set of record classes. This can cause difficulties if two record classes share a field name, since both record classes will cause a demon to be activated even though only one was intended. However, the user is always able to limit the demon to one record class by using the record class name as a predicate. This was a design decision that could warrant changing for different types of user interaction with the database.
LDEMON allows the user to create simplified demons called alerters to observe updates of a database. The LISP user, however, has available the full power of demons in LISP, and these are essentially anything that can be programmed in LISP, as can be seen from the previous section.

The ALERT function

The DAISY user needs to know only the ALERT function to specify simple alerters which are triggered by a single condition on some field value in a record. The ALERT function takes as first argument a name for the alert to be created; as second argument a condition on whether the alerter is to be triggered; and as optional third and further arguments LISP expressions to do whatever actions are required. The condition may be any of the following:

(CHANGE <field name>)
or
(<field name> <relation> <field value>)

where <relation> is one of EQUAL, GREATERP, or LESSP. For example,
(ALERT SCHOOL-CHANGE (CHANGE SCHOOL)
  (PRINT AGE))

which creates an alerter SCHOOL-CHANGE to print the value of the SCHOOL field in any STUDENT record which has just had its SCHOOL field updated.

If this alerter is compared with the demons of the last section, it will be seen that the demon argument variable, OLD, and NEW are not used. The arguments of the accessors used in the alerter are filled in by ALERT, which creates a call to DEMON as the following example will show.

(ALERT HAVER (SCHOOL EQUAL HAVERFORD)
  (PRINT AGE))

becomes

(DEMON HAVER (X) (JCOND
  ((EQUAL (SCHOOL X) (QUOTE HAVERFORD))
   (DAISYWRITE "ALERT " (QUOTE HAVER))
   (PRINT (SCHOOL NEW)))
))

which turns into the function HAVER with definition

(LAMBDA (X)
  (COND ((OR (STUDENT X))
    (COND
      ((AND (EQUAL (SCHOOL NEW) (QUOTE HAVERFORD))
        (NOT (EQUAL (SCHOOL OLD)
The DAISYWRITE expressions which are created by ALERT tell the DAISY user which alerter has been triggered.
Records and Functions in SANDL

In contrast with the LDEMON system which handles records consisting of data items, the SANDL data management system is based on the semantics behind the DBTG report translated into a more LISP-compatible functional format.

In DBTG there are three basic relations between objects: the one-to-one relation between records and their fields, the one-to-many relations between owner record and the set of records owned, and a many-to-many relation between records which is accomplished by the so-called confluent hierarchy in which a record owned by several records simultaneously in the one-to-many mode is used to embody the many-to-many relation between all the owners.

In the SANDL system the first type of relation is thought of as a function from record to field. The function has the same name as the field. Since the field names are not required to be unique in the schema, the field function is in fact a family of functions from which the appropriate one is chosen according to the record class of the argument.
The second type of relation is treated in two ways: as function from record to owned set with the name of the record field used as the set accessing function. (This corresponds to the downward arrow in the diagram.) It is also treated as a function from an owned record to its owner, in which case the owner record class is the function name. There is a possibility of ambiguity however if a record can be owned by the same record in two different sets. The owner record need not be immediately above the owned record since the system can automatically refer to the schema to find an access chain from owner to set member.

A particularly good point in favor of the functional syntax is how well it matches ordinary English language usage in accessing data. Instead of spelling out an access chain to the desired data object, the user can much more simply use

field (record (object))

as in NAME (FATHER (X)) which reads as NAME of FATHER of X. While this parallelism between English and functional notation might be painfully obvious, it does pose a question why a more programmatic form of data access by a chain of pointers is not used. Perhaps human cognitive data management is much better suited to dealing with intentional processes rather than extensional ones such as set membership.
The many-to-many relation is a bit trickier to handle within a functional framework. In the doctor-patient relation shown below, where a doctor has many patients and a patient, many doctors all connected through a confluent record CASE, the best that can be done is to return the set of patients for the doctor or the set of doctors for the patient.

In the above discussion, I emphasize that set names are simply fields that access sets. For the most part they are not needed in accessing records except in cases of ambiguity and one-to-many relations.
Implementation

This portion of the thesis provides the specifications of a system for alerting on network databases. SANDL is an extension of an earlier system, LDEMON, a database management system written in LISP with a capability for monitoring changes in the data by means of procedures which appear to be continuously active, called demons.

Statement of the Problem

The design of SANDL allows demons (also called alerters) to be placed on an updatable network database management system which has the power of the basic semantic notions detailed in the CODASYL report on DBTG, without any attempt to deal with specifics of implementation. What will be new to LDEMON is the DBTG concept of set ownership and the ability to create demons which monitor changes in the composition of a set.

The general bias throughout this paper has been to avoid as far as possible any need to refer to sets through set names, by an intelligent use of a schema which stores a representation of the hierarchy of record types. Thus, although a set may always be referred to unambiguously through a field of type SET in the owner
record, it is sufficient to supply the owner record and the record type name of the owned set of records, if the relation is unique.
The data definition language (DDL) allows the user to specify what types of records may be placed in the database, with what fields, and what domain (or type) of field values. In addition, the DDL specifies set ownership and set membership of records. In contrast with the situation in DBTG, the DDL of SANDL is dynamic.

In order to inform the database management system as well as the demon processor about the current state of the record hierarchy, a special directed graph known as the schema is kept in memory and is updated by the DDL. The schema contains information on all record classes, their field names and range of values, as well as set owner-set member relations. In DBTG, one can naturally construct three distinct sorts of relations between pieces of data: a one-to-one relation between a record and its constituent fields, a one-to-many relation between an owner record and the set of records owned by it, and a many-to-many relation (called a confluent hierarchy) between records which share owned records between them.
The schema is modifiable and means are provided for displaying it to the user. Saying that the schema is modifiable means that new record types can be added to the database while the system is running and additional fields can be declared for already existing record types. Changes in the schema will of course be constrained by the necessity of not destroying entire sets of records by destroying their record type.

Creating new record types

In LDEMON a new record type is created by a call to the function DEF-RECTYPE of the form

$$\text{(DEF-RECTYPE STUDENT SCHOOL AGE)}$$

in order to define a new record type STUDENT with fields SCHOOL and AGE. SANDL replaces this form of the function call by adding arguments for the owner record types and the type of each field.

For example,

$$\text{(DEF-RECTYPE STUDENT (DORMITORY) SCHOOL CHARACTER AGE NUMBER )}$$

where DORMITORY is the record type of the only owner record, SCHOOL is declared of type CHARACTER, and AGE of type NUMBER.
DEF-RECTYPE adds the STUDENT record type to the database schema and places this record in the relationship of set member to the owner record class DORMITORY. In DBTG terms,

![Diagram](image)

Furthermore, selector functions are created corresponding to each of the fields SCHOOL and AGE. Unlike in LDEMON, the function STUDENT, also created by DEF-RECTYPE, is not a record type predicate but a selector function that yields the set of students when applied to a DORMITORY record.

The syntax of the DEF-RECTYPE function call is

```
(DEF-RECTYPE <record type>
   <list of owner record types>
   <field and type>*   )
```

and `<field and type>` is

```
<field> <type>
```
where \(<\text{type}>\) is chosen from the list

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{NUMBER}
  \item \textbf{CHARACTER} (with no length qualification)
  \item \textbf{SET}
\end{itemize}

which may be abbreviated to \texttt{NUM, CHAR, and SET}.

In the example below, the record type \texttt{DORMITORY} is defined with some field of type \texttt{SET} which is to own the \texttt{STUDENT} records. This is an intentional departure from \texttt{DBTG} and combines the relationship of data-items to a record with that of sets owned by the record. If \texttt{DORMITORY} is considered to be a top-level record type in the schema, i.e. a member of no set owned by any other record, its owner is simply the null set of record types, \texttt{NIL}. In this case the record type \texttt{DORMITORY} is defined by

\begin{verbatim}
(DEF-RECTYPE DORMITORY NIL RESIDENTS SET
  NAME CHARACTER)
\end{verbatim}
Data Management Language

The data management language (DML) allows the creation, deletion, and modification of records contained in sets owned by other records. In addition, functions are to be provided that select subsets of records that meet specified conditions.

Adding new records

To add a new record to the data base requires that the record type and the owner record be supplied, together with the appropriate field values for each field defined for the record type. In other words, the arguments of the function to do this, INSERT, are the same as those for GENCONS in LDEMON, except for the addition of the owner record as an argument. For example, if DOC1 is a particular DOCTOR record, where the DOCTOR record is defined as owning a set of records, and PATIENT has been defined by

(DEF-RECTYPE PATIENT (DOCTOR) AGE NUMBER
SEX CHARACTER
NAME CHARACTER )

then

(INSERT PATIENT DOC1 20 MALE JONES )

will insert a PATIENT record into the set of patients
owned by the DOCl record. DOCl serves as a unique identifier of some particular DOCTOR record. In this implementation it is a pointer to the specified record, but it can be thought of as an identifying key. The value of the INSERT function is the newly created record. If the record to be inserted belongs to a top-level record type then the function needs no owner record argument.

The syntax of INSERT is

\[(\text{INSERT } \text{<record type> } \text{<field value>* })\]

or

\[(\text{INSERT } \text{<record type> } \text{<owner record>}
\text{<field value>* })\]

where there must be as many field values as there are fields in the record type and they must agree in type and order with their definitions at the time of defining the record type.

Deleting records

A record can be deleted from the database by the function DELETE with value NIL. When a record is deleted it is removed from all sets to which it belongs. The syntax of the function call is simply
(DELETE <record>)

Updating records

Values of NUMBER and CHARACTER fields may be changed by the function SET-VAL, with the syntax

(SET-VAL <record> <field name> <field value>)

where <record> is any record in the database with the data item <field name>. No owner record is needed. A further function, SET-VALUES, changes all the fields of a record, leaving those with <field value> equal to '*' unchanged.

(SET-VALUES <record> <field value>* )

SET-VALUES must have as many field values as the number of fields in the record type. SET-VALUES is provided as a convenience for changing several fields of a record at the same time.

Moving records between sets

In order to move a single record from one set to another, as for example transferring a case from one doctor to another, the function TRANSFER is used, with the syntax
Selecting records from a set

Three functions to select a subset of records or apply a function to all elements of a set are SELECT, SELECT-ONE, and MAPSET. Their syntax is

(SELECT <predicate> <set>)
(SELECT-ONE <predicate> <set>)
(MAPSET <function> <set>)

where <set> is a set of records, <predicate> is a predicate of one argument that evaluates to T or NIL when applied to a single record, and <function> is a function or lambda expression of one argument. For example, if SOMESET is a set of records with a field NAME of type CHARACTER,

(SELECT (QUOTE (LAMBDA (X) (EQ (NAME X)
    (QUOTE SMITH))))

SOMESET )

will return as its value that subset of SOMESET whose NAMES are SMITH.
SELECT-ONE returns that unique record which satisfies the predicate; if more than one exists, the value returned is NIL. The main use for SELECT-ONE is to retrieve items from record types with unique keys.

The function MAPSET applies the function to every record in the set and returns NIL. It could be used for its effect, changing the value of some field for every record in a set, for example.

By applying these functions to sets, explicit loops become unnecessary for traversing a data base. This should be compared with the non-procedural approach taken with the HI-IQ retrieval language in Rob Gerritsen's dissertation, which creates an access path for finding the requested data. A simple example using the PATIENT record type defined above is to find the ages of all male patients of a doctor whose record is DOCl. All that is needed is

\[
(\text{AGE} (\text{SELECT} (\text{QUOTE} (\text{LAMBDA} (X) \\
\quad (\text{EQ} (\text{SEX} X) \\
\quad \quad (\text{QUOTE} \text{MALE})))) \\
\quad (\text{PATIENT DOCl})))
\]
Demons

The ideas presented here go beyond those of LDEMON in two principal ways. Demons are used to monitor records within sets owned by other records, and the scheduling of the processing of demons is more elaborate.

In LDEMON, demons are used to take specific action whenever any member of a record type has its fields modified. SANDL adds the ability of demons to watch for changes in the set of records owned by a given record type. In other words, demons in LDEMON are similar to the IFMODIFIED demons of SANDL, while IFADDED and IFREMOVED demons are completely new.

In LDEMON, a demon has a single argument variable which is bound to whatever record triggers the demon. In general, demons monitoring sets bind at least two arguments, one for the record in the set, the second for the record owning the set. The one exception is that top-level records are not owned by any record, so the DBTG schema

```
DOCTOR
```

corresponds to a demon argument list
(DOCTOR X)

The decision was made in LDEMON to execute the action of a demon before the update which triggered the demon. For demons used as alerters (i.e. without any effect on the data base) this seems to have been a bad choice, since the update itself is delayed until all relevant demons have been checked and those triggered have been executed. SANDL therefore distinguishes two types of demons: what will be called fail demons, and non-fail demons. A fail demon will be activated immediately upon being triggered, while a non-fail demon waits until after a change to the data base has taken place. The fail demons can be used to send messages that, say, an illegal update has been attempted, or to enforce data integrity, for example by preventing any field from changing to a value of the wrong type.

Demon syntax

The syntax for creating a demon is

\[(<\text{demon type}> <\text{demon name}> <\text{argument list}> <\text{body}>)\]

or

\[(<\text{demon type}> <\text{demon name}> \text{FAIL} <\text{argument list}> <\text{body}>)\]

where \(<\text{demon type}>\) is IFADDED, IFREMOVED, or IFMODIFIED, and \(<\text{body}>\) is any sequence of LISP expressions.
The `<argument list>` is either

```
(<record class> <variable name> )
```

or

```
(<record class> <variable name> <argument list>* )
```

To illustrate the use of argument lists compare the DBTG structure

```
            HOSPITAL
           /     \
          DOCTOR  PATIENT
           \     /    \\       
            \  CASE
```

with the argument list

```
(CASE U (DOCTOR V (HOSPITAL W))
      (PATIENT X (HOSPITAL Y)))
```

Note the two separate bindings of HOSPITAL records to the variables W and Y. The reason for this is that there is no way to exclude the possibility of two different HOSPITAL records leading through separate ownership chains to a particular CASE record. If it is essential that records X and Y be the same, this must be tested in the body of the demon.
The lowest record class in the schema is placed first in the argument list, so the schema is to be read upwards in writing the argument list.
The JCOND construction for changes which have just occurred is carried over from LDEMON in the IFMODIFIED demon. Only the COND (the ordinary LISP "IF-THEN-ELSE" construction) is meaningful for IFADDED and IFREMOVED demons, since in these cases there is no distinction to be made between old and new versions of the record.

For the IFMODIFIED demon the convention for distinguishing old versus new versions of a record is to prefix the variable with '-' for old and '+' for new. In this way

\[(AGE -X)\]

would stand for the value of the AGE field of the record X before an update. If there is no ambiguity the '+' and '-' prefixes are not needed and the JCOND always uses the unadorned variable in its test.
Some examples of demons

If the DBTG schema is

CASE has a field DIAGNOSIS, and DOCTOR has a field NAME. An expression to print the name of any doctor who has a patient who contracts measles is:

\[
\text{IFSModified M1 (CASE X (DOCTOR Y))} \rightarrow
\text{COND \(((EQ (DIAGNOSIS X) (QUOTE MEASLES)))\)} \rightarrow
\text{PRINT (NAME Y))} \}
\]

However, to print the name of any doctor who gets a patient who has measles is:

\[
\text{IFSAdded A1 (CASE X (DOCTOR Y))} \rightarrow
\text{COND \(((EQ (DIAGNOSIS X) (QUOTE MEASLES)))\)} \rightarrow
\text{PRINT (NAME Y))} \}
\]

A more complicated example is to report the name of any department if the proportion of female staff falls below 25%. 
In this case the schema is

```
DEPT
  
EMPLOYEE
```

DEPT has fields NUM-STAFF and PROPORTION-FEMALE, and EMPLOYEE has a field SEX. Then the problem is solved by means of three demons.

First, the table below gives the changes to PROPORTION-FEMALE (represented by P) and NUM-STAFF (represented by N).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>P := ((P*N)+1)/(N+1)</td>
<td>P := (P*N)/(N+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N := N+1</td>
<td>N := N+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove</td>
<td>P := ((P*N)-1)/(N-1)</td>
<td>P := (P*N)/(N-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N := N-1</td>
<td>N := N-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(IFADDED A2 (EMPLOYEE X (DEPT Y))
(COND ((EQ (SEX X) (QUOTE FEMALE))
  (SET-VAL Y PROPORTION-FEMALE
  (DIVIDE (ADD1 (TIMES
    (PROPORTION-FEMALE Y)
    (NUM-STAFF Y)))))
(ADD1 (NUM-STAFF Y))))
(T (SET-VAL Y PROPORTION-FEMALE
  (DIVIDE (TIMES
           (PROPORTION-FEMALE Y)
           (NUM-STAFF Y)))
  (ADD1 (NUM-STAFF Y))))
(SET-VAL Y NUM-STAFF (ADD1 (NUMSTAFF Y))))
(IFREMOVED R2 (EMPLOYEE X (DEPT Y))
  (COND ((EQ (SEX X) (QUOTE FEMALE))
         (SET-VAL Y PROPORTION-FEMALE
          (DIVIDE (SUB1 (TIMES
                         (PROPORTION-FEMALE Y)
                         (NUM-STAFF Y)))
           (SUB1 (NUM-STAFF Y)))))
          (T (SET-VAL Y PROPORTION-FEMALE
           (DIVIDE (TIMES
                    (PROPORTION-FEMALE Y)
                    (NUM-STAFF Y)))
           (SUB1 (NUM-STAFF Y))))
          (SET-VAL Y NUM-STAFF (SUB1 (NUMSTAFF Y))))))
(IFMODIFIED M2 (DEPT W (UNIVERSAL X))
  (JCOND ((LESSP (PROPORTION-FEMALE W) .25)
           (PRINT (NAME W)))))
This example shows how demons can be used to monitor average, maximum, minimum, and count of a set. IFADDED and IFREMOVED demons must update fields in the owner record and an IFMODIFIED demon watches for changes in these fields.
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